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Some key takeaways
1. Institutional data repositories serve many different data users across all domains. 

→  we don’t provide just one solution, we find the right solution. 

2. General data repositories and IRs encounter all types of data that run the gamut of 
discovery/reuse issues 

→ repository curators must prioritize efforts.

3. The data you see published /shared by an academic institution is just the tip of the 
iceberg. 

→ We have lots more….



Academic Institutions generate lots of data

● Most of it is NOT in the 
Institutional Repository (IR).

● Researchers build custom 
data repositories and share 
data in lots of ways. 

● Yes, and…
○ Google, Box
○ Databases
○ Graduate student laptops
○ Flashdrives ?!?



Data Discovery
Academic Institutional 

Perspective

Academic institutions 
care about…

● Compliance with federal/state 
guidelines

● Public engagement + broad impact

● Generating (and keeping) IP
● Managing the costs of data 

stewardship 
○ University of Minnesota stores 

over 45 PB of data...and rising

● Staying competitive among our peers
● Treating data like an asset (not a 

liability)



Data Discovery
Curator’s perspective (Mine)

I care about…
● Supporting data authors + their goals

○ Ethical data sharing 
○ Reputation
○ Reuse + reproducibility

● Equitable data access
○ Hostile replies to data access 

requests1 
○ Paywalls and geowalls
○ Government censorship

● Usability of data
○ Lack of documentation 

(standardized or not)

1. Victoria Stodden, Jennifer Seiler, Zhaokun Ma (2018). An empirical 
analysis of journal policy effectiveness for computational reproducibility. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences Mar 2018, 115 (11) 
2584-2589; DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1708290115



Institutional Repositories = Long-term Stewardship
Ex. Data Repository for the University of Minnesota (DRUM) 

Open access
Discovery for all...

Data Citation
Datacite.org registry + handles

CoreTrustSeal 
International peer-review of self-assessment

Curated
Requires documentation (e.g, readme.txt)



We apply automated curation to facilitate discovery and reuse...



We apply human curation to facilitate future discovery and reuse...

In this case:
● Required a readme file
● To allow for full-text indexing and metadata 

brokerage we extracted human and machine readable 
metadata in two standards (Minnesota geographic 
metadata and ISO)



IRs facilitate data discovery
We apply international standards of practice to 
make data repositories open and interoperable. 

Metadata Registry
Datacite.org

OAI-PMH 
Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (Dublin core)

Full-text indexing 
Discoverable in Google

ORCIDs
Readme.txt template

BASE indexes 7000+ 
OAI feeds and includes 
6,755,239 data sets



Lots of academic IRs facilitate data sharing
We surveyed 114 ARL institutions in January 2020 and counted 24,178 data sets across 118 platforms

100% 
Had an IR

82%  
Had data in their IR

44% 
Also had a dedicated data repository

Source: Johnston, Lisa R., and Liza Coburn. (2020, January 15). “Data Sharing Readiness in Academic Institutions.” Data 
Curation Network. https://datacurationnetwork.org/data-sharing-readiness-in-academic-institutions.

Count of data sets 
found in the 15th 
percentile 
(mean = 80.5)



Problem

While users may know of relevant 
subject-specific repositories, the 
discoverability challenge is compounded 
when datasets are located in generalist 
or institutional repositories where a user 
might not think to look.

Yeah... but...



Problem (from another angle)

Generalist and institutional data 
repositories collect such a vast array of 
data types that it’s hard to quality control 
for everything we ingest. This will impact 
reuse long after we work out the discovery 
issues.



Data curation network  - curate for reuse
10 partner institutions (DIFFERENT PLATFORMS) share data curator expertise to handle the wide 
variety of data we steward.



Data Discovery
Academic Institutional 

Perspective

Academic institutions will 
continue to…

● Make data discoverable
● Enable public access/engagement
● Provide safe, stable 

cyberinfrastructure 

But ….not every institution can offer 

same level of IR support

● Need partnerships (like the DCN)
● Need general data repositories
● Need extensible discovery layers 

(e.g., OAI feeds)



“Data Communities” vs Data Repositories
“A data community is a fluid and informal network of researchers who share and use a certain type of data.”  

Data Communities
Data communities provide discovery, interaction, 
community engagement, customization.

+
Data Repositories
Assets stay secure, stored with their “owners”, trusted, 
curated, persistence, sustainable, reuse for all…not just 
one key audience

=
Future proof data sharing
Data communities can live and die, the underlying data 
stays safe

Danielle Cooper and Rebecca Springer. (May 13, 2019). Data Communities A New Model for Supporting STEM Data 
Sharing. Ithaka S&R Issue Brief. DOI: https://doi.org/10.18665/sr.311396

Health and Safety of 
Commuter Cyclists



Some key takeaways… again
1. Institutional data repositories serve many different data users across all domains. 

→  we don’t provide just one solution, we find the right solution. 

2. General data repositories encounter all types of data that run the gamut of 
discovery/reuse issues → curators must prioritize efforts.

3. The data you see (published /shared) is just the tip of the iceberg. We have lots more….

Thanks


